
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Location: The Bank of Montreal Institute for Learning 

3550 Pharmacy Avenue, Toronto, Ontario, M1W 3Z3 
Registration and Welcome  

Conference Keynote: The Growth of Analytics  
Namik Hrle 

VP/CTO 

IBM 

IMS: A New Perspective  

IMS Chief Architect Betty Patterson starts the day with a technical preview of IMS 14.  She will 

share how the features of IMS 14 will deliver you the agility, simplified deployment and simplified 

management to support your business growth.  In addition, Betty will show the evolution of IMS 

key features that have been expanded over multiple releases. You will gain a new perspective of 

the end-to-end capabilities of IMS, and understand that the IMS of today is poised to help you 

master the business technology of tomorrow.  

Betty Patterson 
IMS Chief 
Architect 
IBM 

Break  
Everything you ever wanted to know about the IMS Catalog but were afraid to ask 

The IMS catalog is key to IMS integration capabilities. Although the use of the IMS catalog 
is optional, there are several exciting new functions in IMS that identify IMS Catalog as a 
prerequisite: Native SQL, Database Versioning, and .Net access to IMS data, and that list is 
growing! What does this mean for you?  You may ask whether it makes sense to 
implement the IMS Catalog if you're undecided about implementing the newer functions.  
How is the IMS Catalog different from the ACBLIB? What happens to the ACBLIB if you 
implement IMS Catalog? Do disaster recovery procedures need to be changed after the 
IMS Catalog is implemented?  Can IMS systems in a data sharing group share the IMS 
Catalog? Deepak will help you answer these and more questions.  

Deepak Kohli 
IMS 
Modernization 
Guru 
IBM 

Lunch  

Autonomics for IMS with the IBM Management Console for IMS and DB2 for z/OS 

The IBM Information Management System (IMS) Tools development team has made great strides 

in building an autonomics capability to maintain, tune, and reorganize your data. The IMS Tools 

autonomic capability helps you to manage your mission-critical IMS data with minimal 

intervention and minimal resources. In this session, learn how to select the right autonomic 

options, and get tips for configuring autonomics to meet your business goals. 

Janet LeBlanc 
IMS Tools 
Strategist 
IBM 

Break   
How to Modernize the IMS Queries Landscape with IDAA 

Do you remember the good old days, when you had to issue long-running decision support 

queries against copies of data in data warehouses? The queries ran forever! Or when your DBA 

spent similar hours analyzing and fine-tuning the SQL queries themselves?  Maybe that wasn’t so 

long ago, after all. Today, Business Intelligence requires fast action, critical thinking, real-time 

decisions. For Enterprise clients with data on IMS, what are your options?  In this session Deepak 

shows how you can capitalize on IBM’s high-performing analytics appliance, IDAA, to run analytic 

queries against your IMS operational data. Yes, you read that right: IDAA and IMS!   

Deepak Kohli 
IBM 

Vendor EXPO and Reception 
All  

 


